Posttranslational modifications play an important role in many cellular processes, including the regulation of transcription, cellular recognition, and the regulation of metabolism (1-5). The number of modified constituents in the human proteome is estimated to be three orders of magnitude greater than the number of human genes (6). Several databases document identified modifications to proteins. For example, Swiss-Prot (7) has annotation in protein entries that indicate observed modifications at specific amino acid positions. Phosphorylation, acetylation, N-linked glycosylation, and amidation are the most commonly observed modifications (8). Other databases such as Unimod (9) and RESID (10) are devoted exclusively to documenting properties of observed modifications such as mass, amino acid specificity, and origin.
Posttranslational modifications play an important role in many cellular processes, including the regulation of transcription, cellular recognition, and the regulation of metabolism (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The number of modified constituents in the human proteome is estimated to be three orders of magnitude greater than the number of human genes (6) . Several databases document identified modifications to proteins. For example, Swiss-Prot (7) has annotation in protein entries that indicate observed modifications at specific amino acid positions. Phosphorylation, acetylation, N-linked glycosylation, and amidation are the most commonly observed modifications (8) . Other databases such as Unimod (9) and RESID (10) are devoted exclusively to documenting properties of observed modifications such as mass, amino acid specificity, and origin.
Mass spectrometry is widely used to identify posttranslational modifications in biological samples (11, 12) . In shotgun proteomics, MS2 spectra are searched with a database allowing for specified modifications at particular amino acids. However, the inclusion of many modifications is restricted by the concomitant exponential increase in required computational search time. Programs such as X!Tandem (13) try to address this limitation by performing a two-stage search. In the first stage, a database search is conducted with few modifications. In the second stage, termed refinement, a search with many modifications is conducted but confined to a database with proteins identified from the first stage. Similar strategies have been applied to de novo sequencing (14, 15) . Still, these methods require specifying in advance modification masses and target amino acids. Several other methods have been described that seek to overcome the limit to the number of modifications considered and the requirement that the modifications be specified in advance. For example, Tsur et al. (16) described a spectral alignment approach for a database search allowing for an arbitrary number of unspecified modifications. Mass-tolerant spectral library and database searches have been used to identify peptides with a wide range of modification masses in shotgun data-dependent analysis, relying on similarity between MS2 spectra of the modified and unmodified peptides (17) (18) (19) (20) . Nevertheless, untargeted shotgun proteomics approaches may have difficulty detecting modified peptides of low abundance.
Data-independent acquisition mass spectrometry technologies, such as SWATH-MS, enable a deeper recording of the peptide contents of samples, including peptides with modifications. Using a spectral library generated beforehand with assays for sets of precursor ions, one can query SWATH-MS data in a targeted manner to identify and quantify peptides in a sample (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Peptides with modifications, for which assays are available, can be analyzed in this manner using software such as open source SWATHProphet (27) . Although the greater sensitivity of SWATH-MS approaches enables detection of modified peptides at a lower abundance (21) , an assay, and thus the prior identification, is required.
Here, we present new functionality added to SWATHProphet that ventures beyond the spectral library by automatically pursuing modifications to library peptides that explain lower ranking results. With SWATHProphet PTM , precursor ions consistent with a modification are identified, along with the mass and localization of the modification in the peptide sequence. In this manner, peptide modifications and amino acid substitutions can be identified, even if they are not themselves present in the spectral library and possibly have never before been observed. We demonstrate the detection of unanticipated modified peptides in a sample of synthetic peptides spiked into a background of human urine, as well as in phospho-enriched samples derived from a human cancer cell line.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Synthetic Peptides-1,055 synthetic nonhuman peptides were purchased as unpurified PEPotec peptides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Huntsville, AL) with N-and C termini as free amine and carboxylic acid, respectively, and C-terminally heavy labeled as either K[13C6, 15N2] or R[13C6, 15N4], both indicated by an asterisk in the peptide sequence. Cysteine residues were carboxyamidomethylated. Peptides were analyzed in water/0.1% formic acid (v/v) as neat solution or spiked into samples.
Preparation of Human Urine Samples-Urine from a healthy human donor was desalted using a HiPrep 26/10 column (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA). The protein amount was determined by BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The sample was diluted to 1 mg/ml protein, reduced with 10 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 25 min at 56°C, alkylated with 14 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma Aldrich) for 30 min in the dark at room temperature and digested overnight with a 1:100 ratio of trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI) to protein at 37°C. Digestion was stopped by lowering the pH below 2, and the resulting digest was purified using tC18 SepPak solid-phase extraction cartridges (Waters, Milford, MA). One thousand fifty-five synthesized, C-terminally heavy-labeled crude peptides were pooled at roughly equimolar concentrations of 60 fmol/l and diluted 1:1 with 0.1% formic acid in water (v/v) or with 1 mg/ml of trypsin digested urine.
Preparation of Phospho-Enriched and Dephosphorylated Human Tissue Culture Sample-Human metastatic breast cancer T47D cells (HTB-133, ATCC, Manassas, VA) were grown in RPMI 1640 medium (ATCC) supplemented with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals, Norcross, GA) and 0.2 units/ml bovine insulin (Sigma Aldrich) in a 5% CO 2 environment at 37°C to 70% confluence. T47D cells were harvested using trypsin with 0.25% EDTA. Cell pellets were washed three times with dPBS before being snap-frozen in dry ice/ethanol and stored at Ϫ80°C until cells were lysed in 8 M urea, 100 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , and 0.1% RapiGest SF Surfactant (Waters). Proteins were reduced with 5 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (1h, 37°C), alkylated with 10 mM iodoacetamide (30 min, room temperature, darkness), and digested with trypsin (1:50 enzyme:substrate ratio, 37°C, overnight). The digest was acidified with 2 M HCl to a final concentration of 50 mM. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was added to 0.5% (v/v) followed by incubation for 15 min at 37°C and centrifugation for 15 min at 4,000 rpm. The supernatant was dried under centrifugal evaporation (Savant, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Huntsville, AL) to minimal liquid content, then diluted in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water, acidified with trifluoroacetic acid (pHϽ3), and desalted using tC18 SepPak cartridges (Waters). The eluate was dried under centrifugal evaporation. Immobilized metal affinity chromatography was performed to enrich for phosphopeptides using PHOS-Select Iron Affinity Gel (SigmaAldrich) following a similar protocol (28) and then the TitansphereTM Phos-TiO kit (GL Sciences Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used according to the manufacturer's instructions. Peptides were desalted using tC18 SepPak cartridges prior to MS analysis. To dephosphorylate the peptides, an aliquot of the Fe(III)-and TiO 2 -enriched sample were mixed and spiked with retention time peptides, dried under centrifugal evaporation, and resolubilized in 125 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , 2 mM MgCl 2 . Alkaline phosphatase (1U) (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) was added and the sample incubated at 37°C for 40 min. The sample was acidified prior to MS analysis.
LC-MS/MS and SWATH-MS Analysis-
The peptide samples were analyzed using the Eksigent Ekspert™ nanoLC 425 System combined with the cHiPLC ® system in Trap-Elute mode. The samples were first loaded on the cHiPLC trap (200 m ϫ500 m ChromXP C18-CL, 3 m, 120 Å) and washed for 10 min at 2 l/min and eluted with a 120 min linear gradient from 3-35% acetonitrile in water with 0.1% formic acid (v/v) at 300 nl/min using a nano cHiPLC column (75 m ϫ 15 cm ChromXP C18-CL, 3 m, 120 Å).
Peptides eluting from the column were analyzed on a TripleTOF ® 5600 ϩ system (Sciex, Framingham, MA) equipped with a Nanospray-III ® Source. To generate libraries, the data were acquired in data-dependent mode. MS1 spectra were collected in the range 100 -2,000 Da for 250 ms. The 20 most intense precursor ions in the mass range of 400-1,250 Da with a charge state 2-4 were selected for fragmentation with a rolling collision energy and a collision energy spread of Ϯ 15V, and MS/MS fragment spectra were collected in the range of 100 -2,000 Da for 200 ms.
SWATH-MS data were acquired with an MS/MS ALL with SWATH™ Acquisition method, where Q1 was scanned from 350 -1,200 Da and MS/MS was acquired from 300 -1,500 Da. Q1 transmission window was 27.56 Da wide for the synthetic peptide samples and 25 Da for the phospho-enriched samples, each with a 1 Da overlap with the previous window. Thirty-two steps were used with a 100 ms MS/MS accumulation time on each step for a total cycle time of 3.2 s. At the beginning of each cycle, a survey scan from 200 -1,500 Da was acquired with an accumulation time of 50 ms. Data used in this study are deposited at the PeptideAtlas online repository at http://www.peptideatlas.org/PASS/PASS00732.
Spectral Library and SWATH-MS Assay Construction-Profilemode wiff files from data-dependent acquisition were centroided and converted to mzML format (29) using msconvert of ProteoWizard version 3.0.4624 (30) selecting manufacturer's peak picking algorithm for all spectra as the only filter. The raw data were searched with X!Tandem against either the sequences of synthetic peptides or the UniProt human varsplice database (March 2012, www.uniprot.org) supplemented with common contaminant proteins and decoy sequences. Search results using a more recent version of the human varsplice database (October 2015) gave nearly identical results. A total of 71,764 total combined entries was used as the database. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine (ϩ57.021464) was set as a fixed modification. Oxidation on methionine (ϩ15.9949 Da) and for samples with synthetic peptides, heavy lysine (ϩ8.014199 Da) and arginine (ϩ10.008269 Da) were set as variable modifications. Up to two missed cleavages were allowed. The precursor and fragment ion accuracy were set to 300 ppm and 30 ppm, respectively. Search results were statistically validated with the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (v4.6 OCCUPY rev 3) using PeptideProphet (31) and iProphet (32) .
A raw spectral library was built based on the identifications filtered for an FDR 1 of 1% using SpectraST (33) . A consensus spectrum was constructed from all redundant spectra acquired for each precursor. Targeted SWATH-MS assays were generated with all b and y ions annotated in the consensus spectrum with a charge state of 1 or 2. The retention time of each precursor ion was assigned the median retention time of its spectra with the highest number of assigned fragment ions.
Data Analysis-Raw SWATH-MS files can be converted to mzML or to legacy mzXML (34) using msconvert of ProteoWizard and analyzed by SWATHProphet using the constructed spectral libraries. The library assays direct the extraction of ion chromatograms from the raw data and the identification of co-eluting peaks or peak groups in those chromatograms. Peak groups are evaluated with many scores reflecting chromatography, agreement between observed and expected fragment ion peak intensities, mass accuracy, and other features to help identify which likely correspond to their intended precursor ion. Spectral libraries for use with SWATHProphet included assays with only the six most intense fragment ions of each precursor ion. Employing a uniform number of fragment ions in all assays ensures that peak group scores whose values are sensitive to that number, e.g. peak intensity correlation with library, are unbiased. Because many precursor ions, especially shorter ones, have limited numbers of available fragment ions of high intensity, using assays with six fragment ions enables specificity of detecting the precursor ions of interest without excluding a large fraction of precursor ions.
Initially SWATH-MS data were analyzed by SWATHProphet in a conventional manner (27) to identify unmodified sample peptides. Library assays for a set of retention time normalization peptides were first extracted over the entire chromatogram and analyzed to correlate their predicted normalized and observed retention time values. Fragment and parent ions of all library assays were then extracted from the raw data with an m/z tolerance of Ϯ0.05 Da and a retention time tolerance of Ϯ7.5 min centered on the elution time corresponding to their assay normalized retention time.
Unmodified peptides identified with probability 0.9 or greater and with no missing assay fragment ion peaks were then pursued for modifications with SWATHProphet PTM by re-extracting their library assays over the entire chromatography run in precursor windows corresponding to modification masses in the user-specified range -205 to ϩ205 Da for the synthetic peptide and urine data set and -25 to ϩ205 Da for the phosphopeptide-enriched samples. Modification mass spectra (see "Results" and Fig. 1B ) were generated at 0.1 Da resolution by binning to infer the modification mass for low ranking peak groups with missing fragment ion peaks consistent with a localized modification. The putative modified peptides were then automatically pursued by re-extracting the missing fragment and parent ion traces of such peak groups from the raw data using m/z values updated for the modification and scoring the resulting "modified peptide" peak groups. Three user-specified modifications (deamidation of glutamine and asparagine, oxidation of methionine, and pyroglutamation) were pursued for identified modifications satisfying their defined criteria for modification mass, localized amino acid residues, and normalized retention time difference with respect to the unmodified peptide (see "Results"). Decoy precursor ion assays were generated for the pursued modified peptides by creating modifications at different locations in the peptides and with random modification masses that maintain the precursor window.
A linear combination discriminant score is learned based on the modified peptide peak groups, with the decoys serving as known incorrect results, using eight relevant scores: intensity correlation with assay, peak shape, co-elution, fraction of missing fragment ion peak intensities, parent peak shape, parent co-elution, parent m/z deviation, and parent isotope peak correlation. The last four scores were computed with the MS1 trace, though could rely on the MS2 in cases in which MS1 is not acquired. Probabilities that peak groups are correctly assigned to their corresponding modified peptide are then computed based on the discriminant score, as previously described (27) , as well as the type of modification (i.e. one specifically pursued based on satisfying criteria or pursued on the basis of modification mass alone), and the presence or absence of matches to the Unimod database. Alternative modifications based on the same unmodified peptide peak group are grouped together, and their probabilities penalized to ensure they do not sum to more than unity. Results of multiple samples and replicates were combined together with iProphet as previously described (27) It is possible that a detected modified version of one library peptide actually corresponds to another library peptide with a similar sequence, for example differing by one or two amino acids. Such cases are detected as co-eluting peak groups of the same charge and precursor ion m/z that share a majority of b and y fragment ion masses within a specified mass tolerance and flagged as possible identical precursors. Such "modified" peptides can optionally be filtered out of the reported results.
RESULTS
Quantitative analysis of SWATH-MS data in a targeted manner requires precursor ion assays compiled in a spectral library. A high-quality precursor ion assay consists of a signature set of fragment ions with accurate expected relative peak intensities, including relative isotopic peak intensities, and retention time. Using SWATHProphet software, traces for library assay fragment and parent ions are extracted within a specified mass tolerance from MS2 spectra of the appropriate precursor window. One or more groups of coeluting peaks in the extracted fragment ion traces, referred to as peak groups, are identified for each assay and assigned an overall score reflecting its chromatography, agreement between observed and expected fragment ion peak intensities, mass accuracy, and other features. The top-ranking peak groups corresponding to each assay are then assigned probabilities that they are correctly assigned to their library precursor ion.
Identification of Modified Peptides Corresponding to LowerRanking Peak Groups-Since modified versions of peptides, including amino acid substitutions, often share many fragment ions with their unmodified siblings, it is sometimes possible to detect them in a sample even when they are not themselves represented in the spectral library. Candidates are lower-ranking peak groups assigned to the unmodified peptide that are missing peaks for one or more fragment ions consistent with a localized modification (Fig. 1A) . The missing fragment ions and the precursor ion are presumed to be absent because they contain the modification and hence have different m/z values from those of the unmodified peptide. The possible location of the putative modification can extend across one or more amino acid positions, depending on the particular fragment ions in the library assay for the unmodified peptide and which of those are undetected. The fragment ions in a library assay constrain the amino acid positions at which a modification can be detected.
Based on this theoretical framework, we developed a novel approach that infers the mass of the putative modification from shifts in m/z exhibited by the precursor and missing fragment ions in lower-ranking peak groups (Fig. 1B) . The modification mass, in the range consistent with the m/z boundaries of the precursor window, is determined by generating charge state (z) deconvoluted "modification mass spectra" of the parent and missing fragment ions through a linear transformation of either the MS1 spectrum near the peak group apex time, in the case of the parent ion, or the MS2 spectrum at the peak group apex time, in the case of missing fragment ion i:
The MS2 spectrum can also be used for the unfragmented parent ion if MS1 data are not collected during the acquisition. Since the modification mass spectra are charge state deconvoluted, the modification monoisotopic mass is identified from 1 Da spaced peaks present in all modification mass spectra, the intensities of which correlate with the expected isotopic peak relative abundances.
Modification mass spectra can additionally be used to further localize the modification in the peptide sequence ( Fig.   FIG. 1 . Identification of modified peptides as lower-ranking peak groups assigned to unmodified precursor ions. (A) Top-ranking peak group corresponding to unmodified 2ϩ peptide FESPKEPEQLR includes peaks of all five of its assay fragment ions. Low-ranking peak group at relative retention time ␦ has a possible modification with localization in the peptide sequence (shown in red) consistent with missing y9 and y10 fragment ion peaks. (B) Inference of modification mass by linear transformation of low-ranking peak group apex time MS1 or MS2 spectrum (shown in black) with respect to parent and missing fragment ions, within range consistent with precursor window. Peaks in the resulting charge state deconvoluted modification mass spectra (shown in color) are modification masses consistent with possible m/z values of the ions containing the modification in the original mass spectrum. The modification monoisotopic mass (ϩ80 Da) is indicated by 1 Da spaced peaks present in all modification mass spectra, the intensities of which correlate with the expected isotope peak relative abundances. (C) Further localization of the modification by the presence of a modification mass (ϩ80 Da) or 0 Da peak in the modification mass spectra of discriminating fragment ions not present in the library assay. 1C). For example, if the ϩ80 Da modification in the peptide FESPKEPEQLR is known to reside at the third or fourth amino acid residue because the assay y7 fragment ion peak is present and the y9 fragment ion peak is absent, the modification mass spectrum for the y8 fragment ion that is not present in the library assay is generated and queried for the presence of either the modification mass (ϩ80 Da) or 0 Da peak. The former indicates that the modification resides at the proline residue since the y8 fragment ion contains the modification. The latter indicates that the modification resides at the serine residue since the y8 fragment ion lacks the modification. The analogous steps can be taken with respect to b ions when the end position of the localized modification sequence coincides with a missing b ion peak at that position. This approach is effective only if the discriminating fragment ion is detectable, despite its exclusion from the library assay.
Automated Pursuit of Modified Peptides-We added functionality, termed SWATHProphet PTM , to the SWATHProphet software to automatically pursue modified versions of library peptides, including biological posttranslational modifications, which could correspond to lower-ranking peak groups with missing fragment ion peaks. Modification mass spectra are generated for the peak groups with respect to their parent and missing fragment ions in order to infer the mass and sequence localization of their modifications. These putative modified peptides are then automatically pursued by re-extracting their peak group missing fragment and parent ion traces from the raw data using assays with m/z values updated for the modification and scoring and validating the resulting modified peptide peak groups (see Experimental Procedures). The updated assays, by necessity, employ the predicted fragment ion peak intensities and relative isotope peak intensities of the unmodified peptides. Nevertheless, they are expected to be effective as long as their fragment ion peak intensities do not differ severely from those of the modified peptides being pursued. In order to reduce the chance of false positives, detection of fragment ion peak(s) containing the modification is required. Modified peptides are reported displaying their localized modification sequence, the one or more adjacent amino acid residues that could host the modification, in lowercase letters followed by the modification mass in brackets. When an identified modification is not fully localized to a single amino acid residue, it could actually be composed of multiple modifications at distinct residues in the localized sequence, their masses summing to the reported modification mass.
Results are automatically mapped to the Unimod database for known modifications with matching mass and target amino acids. For example, an identified peptide ATNEse [ϩ80]DEIPQLVPIGK with a ϩ80 Da modification localized to its fifth or sixth amino acid residue would be mapped to Unimod entry for phosphorylation at serine with modification mass ϩ79.97 Da (ATNES[Pho]EDEIPQLVPIGK), consistent with the ϩ80 Da modification localized to the serine residue of the peptide. Explanations of amino acid substitutions and N-terminal or C-terminal additional amino acids are also included and flagged with a tilde when found consistent with sequences in a specified protein sequence database. An identified human peptide aqv[ϩ129.1]SVQPNFQQDK with a ϩ129.1 Da modification localized to its first three amino acids would be mapped to the entry for N-terminal addition of Eϳ with modification mass ϩ129.04 Da, the tilde indicating that the peptide EAQVSVQPNFQQDK with an added glutamic acid residue at its N terminus is present in the specified human protein sequence database. The Unimod information must be manually reviewed to assess which if any matched entries are likely to explain the identification.
The manual step of reviewing matches to Unimod database entries can be bypassed for specific modifications that have a high likelihood of being present. Such modifications can be directly pursued based on defined criteria, including the mass of the putative modification, the localized modification sequence, and the normalized retention time difference with respect to the unmodified peptide (⌬rt norm ). For example, oxidized methionine might be pursued when the modification mass is ϩ16 Da, the possible modified amino acids include methionine, and ⌬rt norm is between -30 and -0.5 min, reflecting earlier observed elution times on reversed-phase liquid chromatography for peptides with that modification due to the more polar nature of the sulfoxide. When all such criteria are met, peak group ion traces are re-extracted using library assays for the peptide with the oxidized methionine, having the same fragment ions and predicted fragment peak intensities as the unmodified peptide assay, but with the precursor and fragment ion m/z values and relative isotope peak intensities of the modified peptide. Currently, up to two modifications per precursor are considered for automated pursuit. For example, two oxidation moieties could be pursued for a peak group when the modification sequence contains two methionine residues and the modification mass is ϩ32 Da. Only putative modified peptides not already present in the spectral library are pursued in this manner. If the criteria of no specified modification are met, the modified peptide can be pursued on the basis of its modification mass alone.
Extracting library assay traces in adjacent precursor windows can extend the mass range of identified modifications. One can specify a desired modification mass range to direct extraction of each library assay in the corresponding precursor windows. A good strategy for detecting modifications is to first analyze the data in a conventional manner and then pursue modifications of the library precursors identified with high confidence and with detection of all assay fragment ion peaks, by re-extraction with a specified modification mass range and time tolerance (Supplemental Fig. S1 ).
Analysis of Synthetic Peptides Spiked into Human Urine-To test the SWATHProphet
PTM automated pursuit of modified peptides, we analyzed samples with 1,055 heavylabeled synthetic peptides spiked into either neat solvent or trypsinized human urine backgrounds. The synthesized peptides were unpurified and hence may contain uncharacterized peptide variants arising from the chemical synthesis process. Such examples of unanticipated modifications are a good test of the method. Both samples were acquired in SWATH-MS mode (three replicates each) and analyzed with a spectral library generated from shotgun MS data acquired from the same samples, containing 1,316 synthetic and 1,092 human precursor ion assays, all composed of the six most intense fragment ions. Library assays corresponding to oxidized methionine and pyroglutamation modified peptides (118 synthetic and 45 human) were excluded from this analysis; of interest is whether any of those modifications can be identified on the basis of unmodified peptide assays alone. SWATHProphet was initially run in a conventional manner to identify high-confidence unmodified sample peptides with no missing assay fragment ion peaks (ϳ1,000 synthetic and 600 human urine peptides). Assay traces of those peptides were then extracted in precursor windows to allow detection of modifications with masses ranging from -205 to ϩ205 Da in peak groups identified with missing fragment ion peaks. This wide range was chosen in order to identify as many modifications as possible, including insertion and deletion of amino acids (see Experimental Procedures). If a particular set of modifications is of interest, this range can be appropriately narrowed. Criteria were specified for the automated pursuit of deamidation (mass ϩ1 Da, localized to a sequence containing glutamine or asparagine), oxidized methionine (mass ϩ16 Da, localized to a sequence containing methionine), and pyroglutamation (mass -17 Da, localized to a sequence containing an N-terminal glutamine). In all cases, no advance restriction was set for ⌬rt norm in order to learn the appropriate range from the data. Results were mapped against modifications in the Unimod database, as well as N-and C-terminal additions and deletions of amino acids. Identified modifications in the neat solvent and human urine background replicate runs were combined by iProphet to appropriately penalize results identified in few replicates and reward those identified in multiple replicates.
In total, 209 modified synthetic peptides and 65 modified human urine peptides were identified at a predicted 1% FDR (Supplemental Table S1 ). Eighty-seven of the modified peptides were obtained using specified criteria for automated pursuit: five deamidation identities, 67 oxidized methionine residues ( Fig. 2A) , and seven pyroglutamation identities were detected among the synthetic peptides, of which 27 were not present in the spectral library. Fewer human urine peptides were likewise identified: two deamidation identities, five oxidized methionine residues, and one pyroglutamation, of which four were not present in the spectral library. The remaining 187 identified modified peptides were pursued on the basis of the modification mass alone, of which 136 (73%) were annotated with the help of the Unimod database. In total, chemical explanations were obtained for 223 (81%) of the 274 total reported peptide modifications (Table I ). The different types of modifications identified among synthetic peptides versus human urine peptides are a testament to the unrestricted nature of the SWATHProphet PTM automated pursuit of modified peptides. The detection of modified peptides in biological samples in this study range over three orders of magnitude (ϳ2,000-fold) from the lowest concentration of modified synthetic peptides doped into human urine compared with the most abundant endogenous human peptides recovered and from two to three orders of magnitude (ϳ700-fold) for modified endogenous human peptides identified in human urine (see Table S1 ). Several identified "modified" peptides correspond to amino acid substitutions in the peptide sequence. Cases in which the "modified" peptide likely corresponds to an alternative variant peptide sequence in the spectral library are automatically flagged. For example, a "modified" synthetic peptide AQAgl [-12 ]LEAEHQANR* was a two amino acid substitution (GL3 AS with a modification mass of -12 Da), corresponding to another peptide AQAASLEAEHQANR* present in the spectral library. Four "modified" urine peptides were amino acid substitutions, including ve[ϩ14]SGGGLVQPGGSLR, with a ϩ14 Da modification localized to its first or second amino acid, consistent with a V3 L substitution to the homologous peptide LESGGGLVQPGGSLR of the human IgG variable region protein variant that was not present in the spectral library.
Thirteen modified synthetic peptides correspond to a missing N-terminal amino acid, presumably resulting from incomplete C' to NЈ terminal synthesis. No modified synthetic peptides correspond to a missing C-terminal amino acid nor to an extra amino acid added to either terminus. In contrast, 29 modified human urine peptides had termini different from the unmodified sequence, with deleted or additional 1-2 amino acids at either terminus (Fig. 2B) . Twelve of these peptides were unanticipated by virtue of their absence in the spectral library. A relatively large number of semi-tryptic peptides were generally present in the urine sample. Interestingly, 11 and 25 modified synthetic peptides are consistent with having missing or duplicated internal amino acids, respectively. These may result from incomplete deblocking or washing during the individual steps of the chemical synthesis of the peptide. Additional identified modifications of synthetic peptides include 11 cases of oxidation of tryptophan (ϩ4 or ϩ32 Da), 10 cases of piperidine transamidation of aspartic acid (ϩ67.1 Da), a side reaction with piperidine for the removal of the Fmoc protecting group during peptide synthesis (35) , and 19 cases of dehydration at aspartic acid (-18 Da). Modifications of human urine peptides include 11 cases of carbamidomethylation at noncysteine N-terminal residues (ϩ57 Da) resulting from treatment with iodoacetamide. Two modifications of a semi-tryptic human peptide were identified with masses -30 and -48 Da, consistent with conversion of the C-terminal methionine residue to homoserine and homoserine lactone, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). This unexpected finding suggests that such conversions, commonly observed when proteins are cleaved by CNBr, can occur spontaneously in urine. Homoserine itself has been detected in urine samples from neuroblastoma patients (36) .
The remaining 51 identified modifications remain without chemical explanation. A major challenge to this analysis is that once modifications with specific masses and localized amino acid sequences are observed, it is still necessary to determine the chemical composition of the modification. Plotting modification masses localized to each amino acid versus ⌬rt norm for high-confidence identified modified peptides can help characterize known modifications and their target amino acids, as well as reveal new ones. In fact, this approach enabled us to annotate piperidine transamidation, an unexpected modification with mass of ϩ67.1 Da observed in several synthetic peptides with similar ⌬rt norm values, often localized to a single aspartic acid in the peptide (Fig. 3) . Synthetic peptide modifications of mass 188.1 Da localized to tyrosine
FIG. 2. Examples of modified peptides identified on the basis of their unmodified peptide library assays.
Shown are the unmodified peptide top-ranking peak group and low-ranking peak group before and after pursuit of its modification. The low-ranking peak group before pursuit lacks fragment and parent ion peaks that are present after its assignment to the modified peptide. (A) Synthetic 2ϩ peptide ADVGAMQSFVSK* with identified oxidized methionine modification affecting assay y7 and y10 fragment ions. (B) Human urine 2ϩ peptide EVCELNPDCDE with identified modification consistent with N-terminal deletion of glutamic acid, affecting assay b5, b6, and b9 fragment ions. The parent ion traces shown were scaled to the intensity range of the fragment ions. and mass -45 Da localized to serine were characterized in a similar manner, though remain without chemical explanation.
The restricted ranges of ⌬rt norm encountered for deamidation, oxidation of methionine, and pyroglutamation (Supplemental Table S2 ) are characteristic properties that can be used as criteria for automated pursuit of those modifications in the future. We will store information regarding observed modifications in a ModificationAtlas as part of the SWATHAtlas online resource (S. Bader, unpublished) where peptide modifications identified from SWATH-MS data can be queried. The majority (149, or 67%) of the 223 identified modified peptides that were successfully annotated were not present in the spectral library. Many were not anticipated and hence not included in the shotgun MS search parameters during construction of the library. Others may have been at too low abundance to be detected by shotgun MS. These results demonstrate that SWATHProphet PTM can identify modified peptides and peptides with missing, additional, or substituted amino acids not previously observed. Doing so, it provides functional SWATH-MS assays for the modified peptides that can be added to the spectral library for future analyses. The automated pursuit of modified peptides can thereby expand the spectral library in the process of using it to analyze data sets.
Independent validation of the 74 identified modified peptides that were present in the spectral library was achieved by obtaining identical peak groups upon analysis with SWATHProphet in a conventional manner using the modified peptide assays. Validation of 14 identified modified synthetic peptides that were not present in the spectral library was pursued by analyzing each synthetic peptide both by SWATH and shotgun MS, individually in the presence of only 14 retention time normalization peptides to reduce the sample complexity. The 14 modified synthetic peptides include five with N-terminal amino acid deletions ranging in probability from 0.26 to 1, one with an extra internal glycine with a probability of 0.94, and eight with piperidine transamidation of aspartic acid ranging in probability from 0.87 to 1. In these samples with only 15 synthetic peptides (one peptide with a putative modified form and 14 retention time peptides), it is very unlikely to encounter co-eluting fragment ions contributed by multiple parents in the SWATH-MS data and easier to detect low-abundance modified peptides in the shotgun MS. Using SWATHProphet to analyze the SWATH-MS data in a conventional manner with a spectral library containing only the 14 retention time normalization peptides and 14 modified peptides along with their unmodified counterparts, validation was based on the identification at estimated 1% FDR of only the expected modified peptide and its unmodified counterpart, aside from the normalization peptides. In this manner, 13 of the 14 modified peptides were validated (Table II) . Only sdset[-87]FLIATR* with reported possible N-terminal deletion of serine, a low-confidence result with probability 0.34, was not. Identical validation results were obtained from the shotgun data of each sample searched with the modification in question as variable, filtered for estimated 1% FDR. Of interest is the identified modification tygga[ϩ57]YIAMNSR*, consistent with an unanticipated additional glycine, most likely inserted adjacent to the two glycine residues during synthesis. When the peptide sequence TYGGGAYIAMNSR* with the extra glycine was added to the search database, it matched three MS2 spectra in that sample's shotgun data with high confidence. Figure 4 shows consecutive matching b and y ions that strongly support the identification. The shotgun data also confirm the amino acid localization of several of the validated modifications. For example, four of the peptides with piperidine transamidation have more than one aspartic acid residue, and in each case shotgun results are consistent with the reported localization of the ϩ67.1 Da modification.
Analysis of a Phosphopeptide-Enriched Biological Sample-To demonstrate that this novel approach can identify biological posttranslational modifications in an unrestricted manner without library assays for the modified peptides, similar to the identification of amino acid substitutions and modifications due to sample preparation as shown above in the synthetic peptide and urine data set, we applied the SWATHProphet PTM automated pursuit of modified peptides to SWATH-MS data acquired from a human metastatic breast cancer T47D cell line lysate enriched for phosphopeptides by tandem immobilized metal-affinity chromatography using Fe(III) and subsequently TiO 2 . An aliquot of the Fe(III)-and TiO 2 -enriched samples were mixed together, treated with a phosphatase to dephosphorylate the peptides, and used to acquire both shotgun and SWATH-MS data. The shotgun FIG. 3 . Identified modifications localized to aspartic acid in synthetic peptides. Many modifications of mass ϩ67.1 Da were observed with normalized retention time differences between 3 and 13 min relative to the unmodified peptide. These are consistent with piperidine transamidation of aspartic acid, a side reaction with piperidine for the removal of the Fmoc protecting group during peptide synthesis. Results were filtered for estimated 0% FDR.
analysis of the dephosphorylated peptides was used to compile a spectral library with 2,410 unmodified peptide assays composed of the six most intense fragment ions of each precursor. Shotgun MS data were acquired from the phospho-enriched samples to independently document their contents, which included 1,367 phosphorylated versions of library precursors.
When analyzing a phospho-enriched sample by SWATH-MS, one would ordinarily first create a spectral library of phosphopeptides based on shotgun MS data searched with the phosphorylation modification. In this case, however, we purposely analyzed the data without anticipating phosphorylated peptides or having library assays for them. Detection in this manner requires an unmodified peptide library assay with at least one fragment ion that is missing in the peak group of the phosphorylated peptide since it contains the modification yet not too many such missing fragment ions (more than half) that would prevent detection of the peak group altogether. For this reason, we expect only a minority of sample phosphopeptides to be identified on the basis of their unmodified peptide library assay. Of the 899 unmodified peptides in the spectral library that were identified with a single phosphorylation in the shotgun MS analysis of the enriched samples, we estimate only 323 (36%) have assays that fulfill these requirements. Even fewer than that number may be capable of detecting a phosphorylated peptide in practice. For example, if the intensities of some assay fragment ion peaks are significantly reduced in the presence of the phosphorylation, the modified peptide peak group may not be identified due to undetected fragment ion peaks or may be assigned low scores reflecting its unexpected observed fragment ion peak intensities.
The SWATH-MS data from the dephosphorylated lysate sample were analyzed in a conventional manner by SWATHProphet with the spectral library of unmodified, nonphosphorylated precursor ion assays. Peptides identified with high confidence and with no missing assay fragment ion peaks were then pursued for modifications in the SWATH-MS data of the two phospho-enriched samples (three replicates each) in the absence of library assays for any phosphopeptides. Assay traces were extracted in precursor windows to allow detection of modifications with masses in the range of -25 to ϩ205 Da to simulate having no advance knowledge of the expected modifications. Results of replicate runs of both phospho-enriched samples were combined together using iProphet.
In total, 210 modified peptides identified with a probability of 0.5 or greater likely contain a phosphorylated residue. One hundred ninety-one peptides had a modification mass of ϩ80 Da localized to a sequence containing serine (Fig. 5) , threonine, or tyrosine, consistent with a single phosphorylation event. Of those, 171 were observed in the shotgun MS analysis of the enriched samples, corresponding to a success rate of 53% for the 323 unmodified peptide assays that were deemed suitable for the automated pursuit of their phosphorylation. Two modified peptides with m/z values in the overlap range of adjacent precursor windows, 3ϩ TTSGYAGGLSSAYGGLTs[ϩ80]PGLSY and 3ϩ YQDEVF GGFVTEPQEEseee[ϩ80]VEEPEER, were independently identified in both windows. Modifications of mass ϩ80 Da localized to serine residues resulted in normalized retention time shifts (⌬rt norm ) in the range of -2 to 9 min relative to the unmodified peptides (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). An additional seven peptides had a modification mass of ϩ159.9 Da localized to a sequence containing multiple serine/threonine residues, consistent with two phosphorylated amino acids, and 12 had modification masses consistent with a phosphorylated amino acid in conjunction with a nearby additional modification, including one pyroglutamation of glutamic acid, two oxidations of methionine, five additional, and four missing terminal amino acids (Supplemental Table S3 ). Importantly, 32 phosphopeptides were unexpected, not having been observed in the shotgun MS analysis of either the Fe(III)-or TiO 2 -enriched sample. These results demonstrate that SWATHProphet PTM can identify previously undetected biological posttranslational modifications such as phosphorylation events without anticipating them on the basis of the unmodified peptide assays alone.
DISCUSSION
Comprehensive quantitative evaluation of posttranslational modification events provides valuable data that can be used to interpret biological functions of proteins and applied in a temporal context to elucidate cellular response at a systems FIG. 5 . Examples of phosphorylated peptides identified in the human T47D phospho-enriched lysate on the basis of their unmodified peptide library assays. Shown are the unmodified peptide peak group in the phosphatase-treated sample and peak group in the phosphoenriched sample before and after pursuit of its modification. The peak group before pursuit lacks fragment and parent ion peaks that are present after its assignment to the modified peptide. The same modified peptide consistent with phosphorylation TPEELDDS[Pho]DFETED-FDVR was independently identified for the 2ϩ (A) and 3ϩ (B) precursor ions. Assay fragment ions affected by the modification include the y11 and y13 for the 2ϩ parent ion, and b9 for the 3ϩ parent ion. The parent ion traces shown were scaled to the intensity range of the fragment ions.
level. Identification of modified peptides by shotgun MS is limited by the great increase in computational database search time required to allow for possible modifications. Furthermore, it favors detection of high abundance peptides. SWATHProphet PTM overcomes these limitations by leveraging rich SWATH-MS data to identify modified peptides in a sensitive and unrestricted manner, without the need to anticipate them. The software automatically pursues lower-ranking peak groups with missing fragment ion peaks that may correspond to modified versions of the library peptide, including amino acid substitutions. Modification mass spectra are generated for the parent and missing fragment ions, enabling inference of the modification mass. Automated pursuit of a modified peptide can occur based on user-defined criteria for specific modifications or based on the modification mass alone. The peak group missing fragment and parent ion traces are re-extracted with m/z values updated for the modification, and the resulting modified peptide peak group is scored and validated. This enables detection in a sample of modified peptides that are not themselves represented in the spectral library and, perhaps, have never before been observed. The identification itself furthermore provides a functional library assay for the modified peptide that can immediately be used to detect and quantify it in additional samples. With SWATHProphet PTM , the automated pursuit of modified peptides can be applied in a straightforward manner to the majority of existing SWATH-MS data sets without the need to reacquire the data.
Quantitative analysis of SWATH-MS data in a targeted manner requires a spectral library containing assays for all peptides that are queried in a sample (21) . These libraries are limited to include peptides that have already been detected by database search with MS2 spectra generated from shotgun analysis of a sample or with pseudo MS2 spectra extracted from SWATH-MS data (37) . Over time, more and more precursor ions will be added to available spectral libraries, increasing the number of peptides that can be identified and quantified in SWATH-MS analysis of samples. However, it is unlikely that spectral libraries will ever become complete in this manner given the large numbers of modified peptides and peptides translated from genes with polymorphisms or edited mRNAs that are not present in protein sequence databases. For this reason, the SWATHProphet PTM automated pursuit of modified peptides can play an important role in supplementing spectral libraries with assays for modified peptides, and even peptides translated from alleles with nonsynonymous SNPs, initially identified on the basis of unmodified peptide assays alone.
Identification of modified peptides as lower-ranking peak groups requires unmodified peptide assays with specific properties: Of the fragment ions in the assay, all must be detected in the peak group of the unmodified peptide, yet at least one and not more than half, not detected in the peak group of the modified peptide due to the presence of the modification. It may also be possible, however, to pursue modifications in peak groups with no missing fragment ion peaks on the basis of a missing parent ion peak alone, localized to a residue contained in no assay fragment ions. Approximately one-third of the assays in the human metastatic breast cancer T47D cell line unmodified peptide library composed of the six most intense fragment ions had properties suitable for SWATHProphet PTM 's identification of their phosphorylation in the phospho-enriched samples. Of those assays, 53% were employed successfully; that number limited in part by differing observed peak intensities of fragment ions with and without the phosphorylation. It would be useful to explore strategies to generate precursor ion assays that can be used to detect modifications at as many amino acid positions as possible. For example, an assay of high-intensity complementary b and y ion pairs that together cover the entire peptide sequence would enable detection of a modification at any residue position. The use of such assays, when available, could help achieve overall detection of corresponding sample peptide modifications with sensitivity on the order of 53%, as observed for phosphopeptides. The sensitivity could potentially be further improved by using assays customized for specific modifications. For example, if one were interested in querying a sample for previously unidentified phosphopeptides for which no assays were available, one could design the unmodified peptide assays using fragment ions predicted to be optimal for detection of phosphorylation at their serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. Additionally, when updating the assay for a putative phosphopeptide, one could employ fragment ion peak intensities predicted specifically for that modified peptide. Finally, rather than restrict all assays to a uniform number of fragment ions such as six, it may be beneficial to include as many as are available for each precursor ion. Toward that aim, we are exploring new peak group scores that are independent of the number of fragment ions. Databases with known protein modifications play a critical role to facilitate chemical explanations for modified peptides encountered in samples. Explanations can range from modifications at a single amino acid to combinations of modifications at multiple neighboring residues, as observed in the phospho-enriched samples. We intend to utilize as much available information as possible in search for plausible matches with our results. In addition, we look forward to making contributions to the ModificationAtlas database in the future with discoveries made by applying the automated pursuit of modified peptides to SWATH-MS data. The ability of SWATHProphet PTM to identify peptide modifications in an unrestricted manner presents an opportunity to discover unanticipated posttranslational modifications and modifications due to sample handling, as well as amino acid substitutions such as those translated from genes with unknown SNPs or RNA editing events, as might occur in cells undergoing tumorigenesis (38, 39) . 
